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Abstract—Multilevel flash memories store more than one bit
per storage cell and are further characterized by large word
(page) sizes and very low target error rates. In this paper,
a high-rate error control scheme is presented that uses inner
trellis-coded modulation (TCM) for storing two bits per cell with
five possible charge levels. The coded subset-label bits and the
uncoded signal-label bits of TCM are independently protected by
separate outer Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. The resulting scheme
permits multistage decoding. Errors made by the TCM decoder
in the subset-label bits occur in bursts and are corrected by the
associated first RS decoder prior to determining signal-label bits
and correcting errors in those bits by the associated second RS
decoder. The multi-stage decoding avoids the significant spread
of errors from subset-label bits into the generally larger number
of signal-label bits which is typical for conventional serial RSTCM concatenation when the inner TCM system operates at
relatively low SNR. The error performance of the proposed
scheme is evaluated at low error rates by a mixed simulationanalytic method. It is shown that the proposed scheme exhibits
highly favorable performance vs. complexity tradeoffs compared
to the other schemes.
Index Terms—Trellis-coded modulation, Reed-Solomon codes,
multi-level coded-modulation, flash memory.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RELLIS-CODED modulation (TCM) is a wellestablished error-correction method [1], [2] that has
been extensively studied [3]–[8] and employed in a wide
range of applications such as satellite communications [9],
telephone-line modems [10], high-speed digital subscriber
loops [11], cable modems, etc. TCM can be viewed as a
special case of multi-level coded-modulation (MLCM). In
general, MLCM is based on partitioning a higher order
constellation of modulation symbols successively into subsets
with increasing intra-subset distances and applying appropriate
coding at different levels of the set-partitioning tree [12]. To
achieve reliable communication without bandwidth expansion
compared to uncoded schemes operating at the same spectral
efficiency, TCM typically uses redundant 1 - 4 dimensional
symbol constellations with convolutional coding of the
subset-label bits associated with the lower set-partitioning
levels and leaving the remaining signal-label bits uncoded.
TCM decoding can be considered as deciding first on the
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most likely sequence of subset-labels and then determining
the signal-labels of the most likely symbol in each subset.
The concatenation of TCM with outer Reed-Solomon (RS)
coding has been widely studied in [13]–[15] and applied
in standard physical-layer technologies [16]. Usually, all
bits entering the TCM encoder are equally protected by a
single outer layer RS code and symbol interleaving. The only
exception appears to be the scheme of [15] where the outer
RS coding is applied only to the signal-label bits of TCM in
an effort to improve immunity to both Gaussian and impulse
noise.
For multi-level NAND flash memories, serial RS-TCM
concatenation is considered in [17] and serial concatenation
of outer Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquemghem (BCH) coding with
inner multi-dimensional TCM is investigated in [18]. With
non-binary charge levels more than one information bit per
memory cell can be stored, e.g., 4 = 22 distinctive levels
for storage of 2 bits per memory cell. Information is written
into and retrieved from such memories in words (pages) of
typically 4K bytes or longer. Target values for word error
rates (WERs) are extremely low, e.g., 10−16 [18]. With strong
outer RS or BCH coding and inner TCM of modest complexity [13]–[15], [17], [18], the inner TCM decoder can operate
at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) where bursts of errors in the
decoded subset-labels occur relatively frequently compared to
the desired target WER. Each erroneously decoded subset
label causes with high probability additional errors in the
generally larger number of signal-label bits. Such spreading
of errors increases the error-correction capability required for
a single layer of outer coding. Thus, in conventional RSTCM concatenation, higher code redundancy leading to lower
storage density and/or increased decoding complexity and/or
latency are needed.
In this paper, we consider a concatenation of TCM with
outer RS coding for the specific application in multi-level
NAND flash memories. In contrast to conventional RS-TCM
concatenation, however, TCM subset labels and TCM signal
labels are protected by separate outer RS coding. The proposed
sturcture retains the property of an MLCM scheme. The first
level of encoding is comprised of an RS encoder followed
by a convolutional encoder to produce subset labels. The
second level of encoding generates RS-encoded signal labels.
Information bits are recovered from noisy signals by multistage decoding. In the first decoding stage subset labels are
obtained by Viterbi decoding, followed by first-level RS error
correction and re-encoded to specify subset labels. At the
target SNR, the recovered subset labels can now be assumed
to be correct with high probability. Then in the second
decoding stage signal labels are decoded and second-level
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RS corrections are made. The multistage decoding essentially
prevents the spread of subset-label bit errors into signal-label
bits. Therefore, the proposed scheme requires less RS-coding
redundancy than needed in a system with conventional RSTCM concatenation to achieve comparable error performance.
Moreover, the allocation of a given overall coding redundancy
to the two outer RS encoders can be optimized by considering
the different requirements for protecting subset labels and
signal labels.
The proposed error-control system also offers several advantages in computational decoding complexity. One advantage
results, of course, from the reduced error-correction capability
needed for outer RS coding. Other advantages stems from the
fact that RS decoding of subset-label bits and signal-label bits
can individually be stopped after the syndrome calculation step
when zero syndromes are obtained.
At the extremely low target WERs of flash memories, error
performance cannot be determined by Monte-Carlo simulations. The performance of the proposed system is evaluated
by a mixture of simulation and analysis to obtain an estimated
tight upper bound on the WER. This method is used to
determine for a given operating SNR and inner TCM scheme
the parameters of the outer RS encoders needed to achieve a
given target WER.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a detailed description of the proposed error control
solution for a given inner TCM scheme and discusses design
parameters. The method for estimating WER is presented in
Section III. In Section IV performance results are given for
the proposed system, and performances are compared with
those of stand-alone BCH, RS, and LDPC coding as well as
traditional RS-TCM code concatenation. Section V presents
conclusions.
II. T HE P ROPOSED S CHEME
Each NAND flash memory cell is comprised of a metaloxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) transistor with a floating gate. The amount of charge stored during
writing in the floating gate is quantized to q values and thus
a cell can store log2 q bits of information. During reading
the charge on the floating gate is measured by sensing the
threshold voltage of the transistor. To improve flash memory
storage density, aggressive technology scaling has been persistently pursued together with error control coding to cope with
effects of noise, interference between cells, and variations of
cell properties. In essence, the flash memory can be modeled
as a noisy communication channel, and the errors can be
efficiently corrected by utilizing error-correcting codes which
have been critical in the deployment of virtually all modern
communication systems.
The proposed error-control scheme is shown in Figs. 1
and 2. In Fig. 1, a data word m is first divided into two
blocks bs and bu . The block bu is further divided into L
sub-blocks, each of which is fed into one of L identical RS
encoders, ECu . The block bs is encoded by the RS encoder,
ECs . The RS encoders ECs and ECu provide RS codewords
(0)
(L−1)
}, respectively. The TCM encoder
Cs and {Cu , . . . , Cu
consists of a convolutional encoder and a signal mapper. The
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codeword Cs is segmented into inputs to the convolutional
(j)
encoder which produces subset labels Ccs . The codewords Cu
for 0 ≤ j ≤ L − 1 are segmented into signal labels Cu . The
signal mapper translates each subset label into a subset of a
multi-dimensional signal set and uses a signal label to select a
particular multi-dimensional signal in this subset. The output
word from the mapper is denoted by C. The one dimensional
component signals of C are then stored as charges in flash
memory cells.
The decoder depicted in Fig. 2 receives a sequence r of
sensed threshold voltages representing stored charges which
have been corrupted after the floating-gates were programmed.
The multi-dimensional demodulator MD1 converts the sequence into the input sequence rcs to the Viterbi decoder.
The obtained output sequence rs is decoded by the decoder
DCs into an estimate of the block bs which is denoted
by b̂s in Fig. 2. From b̂s , a sequence of subset labels Cˆcs
is obtained by RS re-encoding ECs and convolutional reencoding ECcs . From the received sequence r and the subset
label sequence Cˆcs , the multi-dimensional demodulator MD2
(j)
estimates sequences of signal labels ru for 0 ≤ j ≤ L − 1.
These sequences are decoded by the decoders DCu into
(j)
estimates of blocks bu for 0 ≤ j ≤ L − 1. The estimates
(0)
(L−1)
of blocks (b̂s and {b̂u , . . . , b̂u
}) form the overall decoder
output m̂. Reading of m fails if at least one of the RS decoders
fails to determine an RS codeword.
For the performance evaluation of the proposed scheme
presented in Sections III and IV, we consider an error-control
system for 2 bits per cell flash memories, i.e. four charge
levels in a cell. In the designed system, 4-dimensional (4-D)
TCM [5], [18] is employed as inner coding. The 4-D signal
constellation introduced in [5] is a finite subset of the 4-D
cubic lattice Z4 which is simply a direct product of the square
lattice Z2 . For the set partitioning step in TCM coding, Z4 is
partitioned into 23 = 8 subsets, Z4i for i = 0, . . . , 7. First,
the 2-dimensional (2-D) integer lattice Z2 has the binary setpartitioning chain Z2 (1)/RZ2 (2)/2Z2 (4), where the values in
the parentheses are the minimum squared Euclidean subset
distances (MSESD). Hence, Z2 can be partitioned into 4
sublattices Z2i for i = 0, . . . , 3, which are scaled and translated
versions of Z2 with MSESD=4. Specifically, let Z20 = 2Z2 ,
Z22 = 2Z2 + (1, 1), Z21 = 2Z2 + (1, 0) and Z23 = 2Z2 + (0, 1).
Now, the subsets, Z4i ’s are constructed by taking unions of
two direct products, Z2i × Z2j for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 3. That is,
8
Z4i = (Z2i1 × Z2i2 ∪ Z2i3 × Z2i4 ) such that i=1 Z4i = Z4 , and
8
4
i=1 Zi = ∅. Specifically, one possible choice is
Z40 = (Z20 × Z20 ∪ Z22 × Z22 ), Z41 = (Z20 × Z21 ∪ Z22 × Z23 ),
Z44 = (Z20 × Z22 ∪ Z22 × Z20 ), Z45 = (Z20 × Z23 ∪ Z22 × Z21 ),
Z42 = (Z21 × Z21 ∪ Z23 × Z23 ), Z43 = (Z21 × Z22 ∪ Z23 × Z20 ),
Z46 = (Z21 × Z23 ∪ Z23 × Z21 ), Z47 = (Z21 × Z20 ∪ Z23 × Z22 ).
Hence, Z4 can be partitioned into 8 subsets Z4i for i =
0, . . . , 7, which are scaled, translated and rotated versions of
the densest 4-D lattice D4 [19] with MSESD=4. The minimum
Euclidean distance between two signal points in Z4i will be
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the encoder of the proposed error-control system.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the decoder of the proposed error-control system.

denoted by dRD4 = 2d0 1 where d0 is the minimum Euclidean
distance between two signal points in Z2 .
The 4-D signal constellation, a subset of Z4 , is defined by
two square shaping regions S1 and S2 in such a way that
Z4 (S = S1 ×S2 ) = Z2 (S1 )×Z2 (S2 ) where Z2 (Si ) = Z2 ∩Si
for i = 1, 2. Thus, there are an equal number of points in each
dimension of Si . We assume that each TCM symbol in Z4 (S)
represents 9 coded bits. Then, the number of points in each
dimension, , must satisfy the inequality 29 ≤ 4 , and the
minimum value of  becomes 5. We consider the particular
choices: S1 = {(s1 , s2 )|0 ≤ s1 ≤ 4, −1 ≤ s2 ≤ 3} and
S2 = {(s1 , s2 )| − 1 ≤ s1 ≤ 3, 0 ≤ s2 ≤ 4}2 since they make
the number of points in each subset Z4i (S) almost uniform
where
Z4i (S) = (Z2i1 (S1 ) × Z2i2 (S2 ) ∪ Z2i3 (S1 ) × Z2i4 (S2 )),
Z2i (Sj ) = Z2i ∩ Sj .
1 In [20], partitioning Z4 into 8 subset is governed by the set partitioning
chain Z4 /D4 /RZ4 /RD4 , and it can be shown that the minimum Euclidean
distances of Z4i and RD4 are the same.
2 We assume that a memory cell has five different charge levels each of
which represents a signal value of si .

The signal point in each dimension is stored in a flash
memory cell in which there must be five possible charge levels.
Since we consider 2 bits per cell flash memories, the number
of charge levels is expanded by one. Accordingly, the data
stored in flash memory cells can be understood as 5-level pulse
amplitude modulation (5-PAM) symbols. A 4-D TCM with
5-PAM signals to transmit 2 bit/dimension is also employed
in [21] using an 8-state convolutional encoder.
For the TCM coding shown in Fig. 1, the encoder ECcs for
a rate 2/3 convolutional code has a parity-check matrix [2]
H(D) = [D3 + D2 , D, D4 + 1]
which takes 2 message bits and produce a 3 bit subset label
which specifies a subset of the 4-D signal constellation Z4i (S)
for 0 ≤ i ≤ 7. The mapping from a subset label to a
subset Z4i (S) is designed such that the 8 subsets are equally
used in the outgoing and incoming branches from and to
a node in the trellis diagram corresponding to the 16-state
convolutional code. A point in Z4i (S) is specified by a 6-bit
signal label. Then, a TCM symbol in Z4 (S) represents a total
of 9 coded bits for 8 message bits. However, it should be noted
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that there are 54 = 625 possible points in Z4 (S) whereas
the multi-dimensional modulator has as its input 9 bits per
TCM symbol which amount to 29 = 512 signal points. Thus,
625 − 512 = 113 points should be excluded. When TCM is
used in communication systems, the 512 points are typically
selected so as to minimize the average power. However, the
NAND flash memory channel can be viewed as a peak-powerlimited channel and minimizing average power does not help.
In fact, in practical flash memory channels, the signal points
may be selected in such a way that the interference due to
combinations of stored charges in physically adjacent cells
is minimized [22], [23]. For the analysis in this paper, we
arbitrarily choose 512 signal points such that the peak power
is not increased. We now have subsets Z̃4i for i = 0, 1, . . . , 7.
A codeword C represents user data m of length 4KB, which
is a minimum word size in flash memory to be written in a
batch. The 4KB data are divided into four 1 KB data streams,
and the first data stream corresponding to bs is encoded
by the RS encoder, ECs. The remaining three 1KB streams
(0)
(1)
(2)
denoted as bu , bu and bu in Fig. 1 are encoded by ECu
independently. Both RS codes Cu and Cs are defined over
GF(210 ). The rates of Cs and Cu depend on the numbers
of redundant bits required to achieve the target WER. In
the next section, we shall evaluate the performance of the
proposed concatenation scheme and show how to select the
design parameters such that the error-correcting capabilities
of ECs and ECu achieve a target WER.
III. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION M ETHOD
In this section we analyze the decoding failure rate Pdf for
the proposed scheme, which is given by
⎛
⎞
L−1

(j)
(1 − Pdfu )⎠
Pdf = Pdfs + (1 − Pdfs ) ⎝1 −
j=0

L−1
(j)

 Pdfs +
j=0
(j)

Pdfu ,

where Pdfs and Pdfu are the probabilities of decoding failures
of the RS decoders DCs and DCu , respectively. In the regime
of very small word error rates WER ≤ WERtgt = 10−16 ,
the probabilities that DCs and DCu produce wrong codewords
can be ignored because in the high SNR regime the probabilities of such decoding errors are negligible compared to the
probabilities of decoding failure. Thus Pdf can be regarded as
WER.
We define the signal-to-noise ratio of noisy read signals
in dB as SNRpp = 20 log10 (V/σ), where σ is the standard
deviation of assumed i.i.d. additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN), and V is the difference between highest and lowest
threshold voltages of a cell. For M levels equally spaced by
d0 , V is set to (M − 1)d0 .
The data stream for the subset label bits is first decoded by
a Viterbi decoder whose outputs exhibit burst error behavior.
The systematically encoded bits therein are then assembled
into a received sequence rs to be decoded by DCs . From
simulation results we capture in a modified Gilbert model the
error behavior of the RS symbols caused by burst errors in the
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decoded subset labels. This enables us to compute analytically
the decoding failure probability for a received (Nc , tc ) RS
codeword Cs .
If decoding by DCs is successful, the re-encoded subset
labels can be assumed to be error-free. We analyze the
probability of erroneous maximum likelihood (ML) signal
decoding within signal subsets selected by correct subset
labels. We also investigate the translation of erroneous signal
labels into erroneous RS symbols to obtain the probabilities of
the number of erroneous RS symbols within blocks of given
length. As for Cu , the decoding failure probability can then
be computed analytically for received (Nu , tu ) RS codewords
(j)
Cu .
The evaluations are possible because inner TCM decoding
operates at error rates much higher than the low WERs of
(j)
interest, where Pdfs and Pdfu cannot directly be determined
by computer simulation [14].

A. Analysis for Subset Label Bits
In the sequence of subset labels rs obtained by the Viterbi
decoder DCcs , burst errors occur. The length and frequency
of the bursts depend on the convolutional code employed for
TCM encoding and the operating SNRpp . In the proposed
scheme two systematically encoded bits from five consecutively decoded subset labels are mapped into one 10-bit RS
symbol. In a received sequence rs of length Nc symbols, error
bursts in the subset labels can cause one RS symbol or two
and occasionally more than two consecutive RS symbols to
be in error. Interleaving of RS symbols in multiple codewords
Cs is not employed. It could make sense in other designs
especially for longer data words than 4K bytes. While bursts
errors at the Viterbi decoder output are well represented by
a Gilbert model [24], the resulting burst error behavior of
the RS symbols is better described by the modified Gilbert
model [14] shown in Fig. 3. This model consists of a good
state G and two bad states, B1 and B2 . An erroneous RS
symbol occurs whenever one of the bad states is reached. The
transition probabilities Pgg , Pgb1 , Pb1 g , Pb1 b2 , Pb2 g , and Pb2 b2
are estimated by computer simulation [13], [14].
For analyzing the occurrence of symbol errors in sequences
governed by the state transition diagram of Fig. 3, we use the
augmented state-transition probability matrix
⎡
⎤
0
Pgg Pgb1 · X
0
Pb1 b2 · X ⎦
Ptr (X) = ⎣Pb1 g
0
Pb2 b2 · X
Pb2 g
where X is an indeterminate variable introduced for counting
errors. For example, Pgb1 X characterizes a transition from G
to B1 with probability Pgb1 and the occurrence of one error.
The properties of sequences of length Nc are obtained by
considering Ptr (X)Nc . We assume that sequences start and
end in state G. Then the probability of having ic erroneous
symbols in a sequence of length
Nc is given by the coefficient

of X ic in the polynomial Ptr (X)Nc gg , i.e., the element in
the top-left position of Ptr (X)Nc . We write this compactly as



Pr[ic ; Nc ] = coeﬀ Ptr (X)Nc gg , ic .
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TABLE I
L IST OF ERROR EVENTS CAUSING 0, 1, AND 2 ERRONEOUS SIGNAL
LABELS AND THE PESSIMISTIC NUMBERS OF AFFECTED RS SYMBOLS .


 

 

 

Signal label error pattern
00000
e0000
0e000
00e00
000e0
0000e
ee000
e0e00
e00e0
e000e
0ee00
0e0e0
0e00e
00ee0
00e0e
000ee
..
.


 

 

Fig. 3. The state transition diagram of the modified Gilbert model for
correlated symbol errors.
Super Symbol
10 bit RS Symbol
6 bit Signal
Label

6 bit Signal
Label

10 bit RS Symbol
6 bit Signal
Label

10 bit RS Symbol
6 bit Signal
Label

6 bit Signal
Label

Fig. 4. A super symbol consisting of five signal labels.

The probability of decoding failure for RS (Nc , tc ) codewords
Cs becomes
Pr[ic ; Nc ].
Pdfs =
ic >tc

B. Analysis for Signal Label Bits
In the SNRpp region of interest, the probability of subset
labels errors by ML signal decoding in a correctly determined
4-D signal subset Z̃4i , i = 0, 1, . . . , 7, is well approximated by


dRD4
PB  ka Q
2σ
where Q(x) is the Gaussian tail-integral function, dRD4 = 2d0
is the minimum Euclidean distance between subset signals,
and ka is the average number of nearest neighbor signals.
The value ka = 9.5274 is obtained by counting in each of
the eight subsets Z̃4i for each of the 64 subset signals the
nearest neighbor signals, i.e., those at distance dRD4 . Let the
total count be Nnear . Then ka = Nnear /512, where 512
is number of all 4-D signals. In the unbounded sub-lattices
Z4i , i = 0, 1, . . . , 7, each 4-D signal is uniformly surrounded
by k = 24 nearest neighbor signals (kissing number). For
simplified ML signal decoding within the sub-lattices Z4i
instead of the finite subsets Z̃4i , ka should be replaced by
k = 24.
The further analysis would be straightforward if the number
of RS symbol bits mrs would be an integer multiple of the
number of signal label bits msl . However, in the proposed
scheme mrs = 10 and msl = 6. Hence, when decoded
signal labels are mapped into RS symbols one erroneous
signal label can affect either only one RS symbol or two
adjacent RS symbols. To find statistically independence of
error events, super symbols of lcm(mrs , msl ) = 30 bits
must be considered. In each super symbol, 3 RS symbols are
associated with 5 signal labels as shown in Fig. 4.
Let PSi , 0 ≤ i ≤ 3, be the probability of i erroneous RS
symbols in a super symbol. Define the polynomial PS (X) =
PS0 + PS1 X + PS2 X 2 + PS3 X 3 . Then the probability of iu

i
0
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
3
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
..
.

(j)

erroneous (Nu = 3NSS , tu ) RS symbols in a codeword Cu
becomes
Pr[iu ; NSS ] = coeﬀ(PS (X)NSS , iu ),

where Nss is the number of super symbols in ru . This permits
calculating
(j)
Pr[iu ; NSS ].
Pdfu =
iu >tu

For the probabilities PSi , 0 ≤ i ≤ 3, we begin with the
pessimistic assumption that an erroneous signal label affects
all RS symbols in which the signal label occurs entirely or
partially. Table I shows all patterns of 0, 1, and 2 erroneous
signal labels and the pessimistic numbers of affected RS
symbols.
Let these tables be extended up to errors in all five signal
labels. Addition of the probabilities of signal label error
patterns causing the same number of erroneous RS symbols
gives
PS0 = (1 − PB )5 = P̄B5
PS1  3PB P̄B4
PS2 
PS3 

2PB P̄B4
3PB2 P̄B3

(1)
+
+

7PB2 P̄B3
8PB3 P̄B2

+
+

2PB3 P̄B2
5PB4 P̄B

 2PB P̄B4
+ PB5  0

(2)
(3)

Numerical evaluations at SNRpp = 24 dB (PB = 3.5 ×
10−4 ) with the pessimistic approximations of PS1 , PS2 ,
PS3 in (1), (2), (3) show negligible effect when the terms
PB P̄B5− ( > 1) in (2) and (3) are omitted.
However, a comparison of the computed values of
Pr[iu ; NSS ] with simulation results shows that the pessimistic
approximation is too crude. It ignores the possibility that
an erroneous second signal label may introduce bit errors
only in the first or second RS symbol, and likewise that an
erroneous fourth signal label may introduce bit errors only in
the second or third RS symbol. This calls for a refinement of
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write-read operations of flash memories can be understood
as information transmission-reception over a noisy channel
(e.g., an AWGN channel in our work) with M -ary PAM .
It should be noted that the inner TCM in the proposed as
well as some of existing concatenation schemes is based on
expansion of the signal constellation from 4-PAM to 5-PAM,
which decreases the distance between adjacent signal points by
25%. This reduction in distance is reflected in the comparative
performance evaluation. Note that the competing systems with
BCH, RS and LDPC codes use the original 4-PAM signal
constellation.

0

10

−1

10

u

ss

Pr[i ;N ]

−2

10

−3

10

The most popular error-control systems for multi-level flash
memory today employ BCH coding only. For such a system,
we consider encoding of 4K bytes of data into four BCH
codewords (n, k, t) = (8751, 8192, 40), and each of them
provides an error-correcting capability t of 40 bits. A target
WER of 10−16 is achieved at a SNRpp of 25.2 dB. That is

−4

10

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of symbol errors, i

u

Fig. 5. RS symbol error probabilities at SNRpp = 24 dB and NSS = 272;
the solid lines represent the upper bounds on the probability of having
i erroneous symbols in an RS codeword, and the asterisk symbols show
simulation results.

WER = 1 − (1 − Pdf )4 ≤ WERtgt = 10−16
where
n

Pdf =
ne =t+1

the approximations of PS1 and PS2 as follows:
PS1  (3 + α2 + α4 )PB P̄B4

(4)

PS2  (2 − α2 − α4 )PB P̄B4

(5)

where α2 and α4 are the conditional probabilities


only 1st or 2nd RS symbol wrong
α2 = Pr
error in 2nd signal label


only 2nd or 3rd RS symbol wrong
.
α4 = Pr
error in 4th signal label
For computing α2 and α4 we extend the enumeration
employed for computing ka . As for ka , we count in each
of the eight subsets Z̃4i for each of the 64 subset signals
the nearest neighbor signals to obtain the total count Nnear .
In addition we inspect the signal label difference associated
with the nearest neighbor signals. The nearest neighbor signals
whose signal labels would cause only the 1st or 2nd RS symbol
to be wrong are counted as Nnear.2 . Similarly, the nearest
neighbor signals whose signal labels would cause only the
2nd and 3rd RS symbol to be wrong are counted as Nnear.4 .
Then α2 = Nnear.2 /Nnear and α4 = Nnear.4 /Nnear .
Figure 5 shows excellent agreement between values of
Pr[iu ; NSS ] obtained by computer simulation and computed
with the final approximations of PS1 and PS2 as given by (4)
and (5).
IV. P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS AND C OMPARISONS
The proposed error-control system with inner TCM and
outer RS coding and those using BCH-only and RS-only
coding have been compared utilizing the semi-analytical performance evaluation method. We also consider a conventional
RS-TCM concatenation, called simply RS-TCM hereafter in
which 16 outer RS codewords are concatenated with inner
TCM through an interleaver.
Flash memory devices store charges into the floating gates
whose levels are read by measuring threshold voltages. The

(6)




n
P ne (1 − Praw )n−ne ,
ne raw,x

ne
is replaced with Praw,b and Praw,s for raw bit error
and Praw,x
rate and raw RS symbol error rate, respectively. Therein the
BER with the standard Gray mapping of two bits into a 4-PAM
signal is given as


SNRpp
3
∼
.
Praw,b = Q
4
36

At the same SNRpp , we compute error-correcting capability
of an RS code over GF(210 ) by choosing the smallest t
value with which (6) can be satisfied for an RS symbol error
probability of

5

3
SNRpp
.
Praw,s = 1 − 1 − Q
2
36
The evaluation shows that the required error-correcting capability of RS-only coding is achieved with t = 38. Thus,
a 4K byte data word can be protected by four (896, 820,
38) shortened RS codewords. For code concatenation using
conventional method, 16 (255, 239, 8) RS codewords over
GF(28 ) are needed for outer code. The 16 RS codewords
are interleaved to randomize the error bursts due to the inner
TCM. Since the depth of interleaver is long enough, 16 codewords, the probability of the number of erroneous symbols
per codeword can be modeled as a binomial distribution. That
is,
 
n
n
Psne (1 − Ps )n−ne .
Pdf =
n
e
n =t+1
e

where Ps is an average symbol error rate which is calculated
from computer simulations on an AWGN channel [13], [14].
Thus, the WER of RS-TCM is calculated as
WER = 1 − (1 − Pdf )16 .
Meanwhile, the proposed error-control system needs two
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TABLE II
N UMBER OF REDUNDANT BITS TO ACHIEVE A WER OF 10−16 AT
SNRpp = 25.2 dB; SSL AND SGL INDICATE SUBSET LABEL AND SIGNAL
LABEL , RESPECTIVELY.

10

RS-TCM

BCH

RS

128 × 16
2048

560 × 4
2240

760 × 4
3040

RS(816,790,13)/GF(210)
BCH(8160,7894,19)
RS(255,247,4)/GF(28)−TCM
proposed

−5

10
WER

SSL
SGL
Total

Proposed
380
220 × 3 = 660
1040

0

(j)

types of RS codes over GF(210 ), Cs and Cu for 0 ≤ j ≤
2. From the design rule introduced in Section III it follows
that the two RS codes require values t∗c = 19 and t∗u = 11,
respectively, which correspond to a (858, 820, t∗c = 19) RS
(j)
code for Cs and a (842, 820, t∗u = 11) RS code for Cu . To
achieve the target WER at a SNRpp of 25.2 dB, the overall
redundancy of the proposed error-control scheme is less than
half of the redundancy required for BCH-only coding and RSTCM and about a third of the redundancy required for RS-only
coding. The number of redundant bits of the four systems are
summarized in Table II.
Now, we set out to compare the error rate performances
of the four error control-systems at the fixed code rate of
0.97, which is the rate of the proposed system in Table II.
The parameters of the BCH-only and RS-only coding scheme
are set as (8160, 7894, 19) and (816, 790, 13), respectively.
Performances of the error-control systems are shown in Fig. 6.
It can be seen that at the target WER of 10−16 , the proposed
system achieves coding gains of 1.2 dB, 2.0 dB and 1.0 dB
over the systems using BCH-only coding, RS-only coding and
RS-TCM, respectively.
In the evaluation, we find that the inner TCM in the proposed scheme often cleans all the errors, and the decoding for
the outer RS codes can be simplified substantially. Note that
the syndrome computation step tests whether the decoding for
inner TCM has corrected all errors. Accordingly, depending on
the result of this test, the RS decoder may not have to pursue
the remaining steps - Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, Chien
search, and Forney algorithm. This results in significant power
consumption reduction for the overall RS decoding process.
At SNRpp = 25.2 dB, the probabilities that the RS decoding
for the subset labels and signal labels need the full decoding
Nss
= 0.083 and 1 − (1 − PB )NB = 0.0343,
steps are 1 − Pgg
respectively, where NB is the number of 6 bit blocks in a
RS codeword for the signal labels. Thus, only about 8 and
3 percent of RS codewords for the subset labels and signal
labels need the full decoding steps, respectively. On the other
hand, in the BCH-only and RS-only cases, the probabilities
of the event that the full decoding steps must be performed
are respectively given by 1 − (1 − Praw,b )NBCH ≥ 0.99 and
1−(1−Praw,s)NRS ≥ 0.99 for NBCH = 8160 and NRS = 816.
This indicates that virtually all of codewords need the full
decoding steps for the BCH and RS-only cases.
In the proposed system we limit the choice of RS codes over
the same Galois field, GF(210 ) for simplifying the structure.
However, if the RS symbol size for Cu is a multiple of
block size, the proposed system becomes more efficient and
thus achieves the target WER at a higher code rate. For the
proposed system, RS codes over GF(210 ) and GF(212 ) for

−10

10

−15

10

23

24

25

26
SNRpp

27

28

29

Fig. 6. WERs of the proposed error-control system, RS-only coding, BCHonly coding and conventional RS-TCM at code rates around 0.97.

Cs and Cu have been considered, which increases the code
rate to 0.98. For the other systems, codes with parameters
(8160, 7964, 14), (816, 796, 10), and (255, 249, 3) are
considered for BCH-only coding, RS-only coding, and RSTCM, respectively. The WERs of the four systems versus
SNRpp are compared in Fig. 7 where we find that at the target
WER, the proposed system achieves coding gains of 2.0 dB,
2.6 dB and 1.9 dB over the systems using BCH-only coding,
RS-only coding and RS-TCM, respectively. The comparison
clearly shows the advantages of the proposed system. The performance improvement is mainly due to the fact that the twostage decoding suppresses error propagation from the subset
labels to the signal labels, and such improvement becomes
more pronounced as the alphabet size of the TCM symbols
grows as compared to conventional RS-TCM concatenation.
Figure 8 shows results for the same set of coding schemes
with RS codes over GF(210 ) at a rate of 0.936. The system
with the proposed scheme outperforms BCH-only coding, RSonly coding and RS-TCM, by 0.83 dB, 1.45 dB, and 0.62
dB, respectively, at the target WER. It can be seen that
the performance advantage of the proposed scheme is still
significant, albeit lower than for the higher coding rate cases.
As the code rate gets lower, the relative performance advantage
of the proposed concatenation scheme becomes smaller, as
expected. This is due to the fact that the convolutional code
in the inner TCM starts to loose its error-correcting capability
as the operating SNR for the target WER becomes smaller
with decreasing code rate, which is the well-known general
behavior of error-control systems using TCM coding for high
bandwidth efficiency (storage density in our case)[13].
Finally, we consider an error-control system with a lowdensity parity-check (LDPC) code which also takes advantage
of the soft-values from the NAND flash memory. Some of the
known LDPC codes have error-floors although they have good
threshold behaviors. Here we design a quasi-cyclic LDPC
code based on RS code [25] at length of 8820 since it
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Fig. 7. WERs of the proposed error-control system, BCH-only coding, RSonly coding and RS-TCM at code rates around 0.98.
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RS(816,764,26)/GF(210)
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Fig. 8. WERs of the proposed error-control system, BCH-only coding, RSonly coding and RS-TCM at code rates around 0.936.

has good error-floor behaviors as well as efficient encoder
and decoder structures [26]. The designed LDPC code has a
regular structure whose degree distribution pair is given by
λ(x) = x4 and ρ(x) = x69 . The sum-product algorithm is
used for belief-propagation decoding with a maximum of 50
iterations. The performances of the LDPC code is measured
in terms of required SNRpp to achieve the target WER and
compared with those of the other systems in Fig. 9 where the
channel capacity of 4-PAM signal is also shown as a reference.
It should be noted that there is no well-established analytical
way to evaluate performances of practical LDPC codes at finite
lengths, and performances are usually evaluated with MonteCarlo simulation. However, the target WER of our interest
is too low to be estimated with Monte-Carlo simulation;

22

24

26
28
SNRPP

30

32

Fig. 9. Required SNRpp ’s to achieve a WER of 10−16 with the proposed
system, BCH-only coding, RS-only coding, and LDPC codes.

we resort to a linear extrapolation (in log-log scale) of the
measured WERs available down to 10−8 . The extrapolation
gives somewhat optimistic results since the LDPC code is
assumed to have no error floors down to the WER of 10−16 .
Error floors can be estimated to a certain extent using trapping
set analysis [27], [28], but even in the optimistic scenario for
the LDPC code where the error floors are absent, the proposed
scheme yields comparable performance to relative the LDPC
codes.
The results indicate that at the code rate 0.93 the LDPC
code and the proposed system have respective gaps of 2.21
dB and 2.70 dB from capacity. Thus, the performance of the
proposed system is worse than that of LDPC code by only 0.49
dB, which shows that the proposed system has a competitive
performance at much reduced complexity. We repeated the
evaluations at the code rate of about 0.97. The proposed
system is designed at a rate of 0.969, and a (8509, 8256) RSQC LDPC code is designed with a degree distribution pair,
λ(x) = x2 and ρ(x) = x67 at rate 0.9701. The evaluation
results in Fig. 9 show that the proposed system has a capacity
gap of 2.4 dB but the LDPC code has a very wide gap of
7.36 dB, even worse than BCH and RS codes based on harddecision inputs. Our experience with LDPC code designs at
high code rates indicates that it is very hard to implement
good LDPC codes at high rates for a very low WER, as have
been observed elsewhere [29], [30].
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We proposed an error-control system based on a novel
concatenation of RS codes and TCM with application to multilevel NAND flash memories in mind. Burst errors in the subset
label bits at the TCM decoder output typically lead to more
errors in the generally larger number of signal-label bits when
no attempt is made to correct subset-label bit errors prior
to determining signal-label bits. Protecting subset-label bits
and signal-label bits by separate RS encoding, as done in the
proposed concatenation, prevents the spread of subset-label bit
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errors into the signal-label bits. It also allows for optimizing
the allocation of overall RS coding redundancy by accounting
for the different requirements for the two types of bits. We
confirm our claims by evaluating and comparing performances
of the proposed error-control system and other conventional
approaches such as BCH-only coding, RS-only coding, and
conventional RS-TCM concatenation with an interleaver using
analytical approximations. The comparisons show that the
proposed system achieves significant coding gains over the
conventional approaches at code rates well above 0.9. A
comparison was also made with LDPC coding, and our scheme
shows favorable complexity/performance tradeoff in the high
rate regime (0.97).
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